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Introduction

A film about AI (Artificial Intelligence)

What other contemporary trends

should we worry about?



The big scary one

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

More immediate trends

Democratisation of the workplace
It’s an employee’s market

• A company’s reputation

• The gig economy

• Global movement of people

• Advances in recruitment technology



And then of course there’s….



Brexit!



Briefly. What is AI?



What is AI?

Where machines, especially computer systems,

simulate human intelligence processes.
“

”



Three kinds of AI

Narrow AI

• Self-driving cars, Siri…

Strong AI

• Capable most practical things a human can do 

(drive your car, make pancakes, do your taxes…)

Super Strong AI (Human Level AI and beyond)

• Learn, adapt, and re-design/improve themselves

• Solving problems only they thought of



Super Strong AI

Upgradable intelligent ‘agents’, with a 

continuous cycle of self-improvement, 

creating a superintelligence that far 

surpasses all human intelligence 

combined



Scary?

Unpredictability and error margins will lead to 

chaos…

Machines will learn to correct programming errors but 

in their own self-interest – indifferent to human 

interests…

Ultimately leading to the end of human existence… 





The more immediate impact of AI

Impact on the work place:

Shake up the job market

• Manual labour roles replaced

▪ Transportation (cheaper to insure a driverless 

car…)

• Even professional/skilled roles

▪ Medicine (cancer research, radiology…)

(All ‘narrow’)

What’s next? Creative industries: art, film, music, novels…



In 10 years…

By 2030, intelligent agents and robots could eliminate as 

much as 30% of the world’s human labour
McKinsey Global Institute

Some predict that within 15 years we’ll each have an 

average of 5 jobs at any one time (multiple job hopping).



The good news?

As machines take over automation, human endeavour 

and creative energy can focus on quality of life challenges 

(poverty, hunger, environment, care…)



Democratisation of the workplace
It’s an employee’s market

• Company’s reputation

• The gig economy

• Global movement of people

• Advances in recruitment technology



Employee’s market

In UK, are planning to change 

career in the next five years.
Investec survey

In US, young workers switch jobs 4 times 

in their first 10 years after graduation. 
LinkedIn study

91% of Millennials expect to stay in a job for 

less than 3 years. That’s 15 - 20 jobs over the 

course of their working lives!
Future Workplace survey

50%+

4x

<3yrs

Even without the impact of AI:



Employee’s market

Why?



Company reputation



The gig economy

43% of the workplace by 2020



Ease of movement

Global movement of people

Advances in recruitment technology

• A multitude of new recruitment start-ups

• AI-driven candidate searches

• Social media recruitment



Xexec Survey 

January 2019

1002 employees from random companies with more 

than 500 employees.

Gender, Age, Region, Industry, Seniority, Salary, Length 

of time in current employment.



Your fears

What concerns you most about 

the future of your job? 



Your fears



Your fears



Your fears



Feeling valued?

Do you feel valued in the workplace?



Feeling valued?



Feeling valued?



Feeling valued?



What makes you loyal?

What would encourage/incentivise you to 

remain loyal to your current job?



What makes you loyal?



The age group for whom recognition is least important: 55+

The age group for whom it’s most important: 35-40

The industry for whom recognition is least important: HR!

The industry for whom recognition is most important: Healthcare

What makes you loyal?



Does your company do Recognition?

Does the company you work for have an official 

recognition scheme in place – such as an official 

site or notice board, or awards scheme for 
employees?



Does your company do Recognition?



Does your company do Recognition?



Recommend your company?

Would you recommend your current 

company to friends looking for a new 
job?



Recommend your company?



MORE LIKELY TO RECOMMEND AS:

Age decreases

Seniority increases

Salary increases

Industry

Most likely to recommend: IT &Telecoms; Finance

Least likely to recommend: Healthcare; Travel & Transport

HR:

Although not the least likely, is above average to NOT recommend!

Recommend your company?



What does of all this mean for 

employees?



What does this mean for employees?

Employees will need to be more adaptable

- Adapting to technology

- Moving between multiple jobs

- Shorter employment stretches

- Constant re-training

- Working from home



What does of all this mean for 

HR?

And how is recognition part of 

the answer?



Loyalty becomes even more important

How we will create loyalty and build 

recognition programmes in the brave 

new AI world remains a question. 

Indeed, will loyalty/benefits even be 

required?

What does this mean for HR?



But in the short to medium term, 

loyalty remains critical, and 

recognition can be a major part 

of the loyalty equation

What does this mean for HR?



Our survey shows that after financial 

bonuses and work life balance, recognition

is what employees are looking for.

Why recognition?

1.

Recognition can be a key channel for 

implementing HR/cultural priorities, because 

it can adapt as those priorities change.

And so it’s perfectly suited to drive 

engagement through times of both stability 

and major cultural change. 

2.



Why recognition?

It cuts across all work place 

activities… 

As the workplace changes (with 

AI or otherwise), your recognition 

programme can adapt with it.

• Employment opportunities

• Colleague interaction

• Team dynamics

• Flexible hours

• Relationships and hierarchies

• Core values

• Financial priorities

• Employee priorities



We know the key must-have, 

defining features of a 

successful recognition 

programme… 

Successful recognition?



Make sure it fits your organisation

• Match the programme with your objectives
• Fit your industry, culture, demographic, and working habits

• Doesn’t bias specific skill-sets over others
• Works for offline, part-time, homeworkers
• Collaborative

• Encourage healthy competition
• Simple, easy to get involved

• Fair and transparent
• Set the right ward values (small? large?)
• The right balance of financial and non-financial



Celebrate success 



Celebrate success 



Make it personal



Creating moments



Learning & Development

• Language courses

• Excel

• Photoshop

• MBA

• First Aider training

Supports other HR priorities

Health & Wellbeing

• Physical trainer

• Gym membership

• Fitbit

• Bike vouchers



Support Social Wellbeing



Meaningful rewards



Needs to work globally



Available everywhere



Beyond the workplace



Useful MI



A living solution
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